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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #56 

God’s Precision in Prophecy 
 

In my last Blessed Hope “Diamond & Nugget”, I focused on what Jesus Christ said 
about “Watching” relative to our location on the time line of prophecy.  It is my view that 
we are so very close to the Rapture event, and because we have experienced 
disappointments in the past five years, since the Revelation 12 sign reappeared, there 
is a tendency for many believers to lapse into thinking like the words of Peter says in 2nd 
Peter 3:4: “And saying, Where is the promise of His coming? for since the fathers 
fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation.”    
 
That kind of thinking could be a grave mistake.  We certainly do not want to be like the 
believers of the church of Ephesus, “Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, 
because thou hast left thy first love. 4Remember therefore from whence thou art 
fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly, 
and will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent.”  -(Ephesians 
2:4-5). 
 
Although I have not been behind the steering wheel of a car in close to 8 years, I have 
not forgotten the purpose of road signs, they were attention getters, such as traffic light 
ahead, or rest stop a quarter mile.  It’s been a year almost since the country got side-
tracked by the globalist fraud plan-demic called Covid-19.  The powers at be want to kill 
us, and Covid-19 became their fourth try at using a virus; have you forgotten the Avian 
flu, the Swine flu, Zika, and Ebola.  It’s all part of the global elite plan to use ‘Silent 
Weapons For Quiet Wars’ to “depopulate” the world.    
 
The globalists rely on being able to: “fool all the people some of the time and some of 
the people all the time, but they know you cannot fool all the people all the time.”  They 
want to keep 500-million of you around, and will be satisfied to rid the planet of 7.3-
billion of what Henry Kissinger calls us “useless eaters”.  Trust me I know what I am 
talking about.  I have been following these depraved evil people since I had to read the 
‘Population Bomb’ by Dr. Paul Ehrlich in 1967.  These depraved evil people hunt 
humans for sport on their huge real estate reserves as if they were out hunting big 
game in Zambia.  I’m not exaggerating at all, but Jesus said, “Behold, I send you forth 
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as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless 
as doves.”  -(Matthew 10:16).  We are to keep our guard up at all times.  I never forget 
my Army training and so it has always struck me of what Jesus was inferring in that lone 
passage and its importance. 
 
I was going through some of my file cabinets to see if I had some spare space and so 
began to see if there was anything I could discard in making new space.  In perusing 
through decades of files, I came across a file folder that dealt with God’s Precision in 
Prophecy.   
 
The late Dr. Chuck Missler wrote a piece on “Ezekiel’s 430 Days” more than two 
decades ago, In my analysis; Chuck Missler was a real blessing in so many ways.  Dr. 
Chuck had a gift to push the learning curve but in a way that still kept you grounded.  In 
August of 2000, his piece was in his ‘Personal Update’ monthly news journal.  Dr. 
Chuck used the term Prophetic Simile for his piece on Ezekiel’s 430 Days.  The Ezekiel 
prophecy has largely been misunderstood for all these centuries.  Dr. Chuck and Grant 
Jeffrey were the first to unlock it as I recall. 
 
I was greatly impressed by Dr. Chuck Missler’s work, I purchased every CD and DVD 
Dr. Chuck ever produced over the period since 1996.  Up to 1996 his work was only 
available on taped cassettes, something that I loathed.  Decades ago, I was into reel-to-
reel music tapes, but chose to skip the cassette era, until the advent of the music CD.    
 

Prophetic Simile 
The Prophet Ezekiel was called upon to undertake a number of strange performances, 
one of which was to lie on his side for a total of 430 days. 1 Each day was expressly to 
represent a year of judgment against the nation.  
 
A number of commentators acknowledge a difficulty which appears when one attempts 
to apply this specifically to Israel's history. Seventy of the years would seem to be 
accounted for in the Babylonian Captivity, but that leaves 360 years (430 minus 70) 
unaccounted for. 2 The 360 years do not seem to fit any period of their history. 
  
It has been suggested by some that there might be a clue in Leviticus 26, where God 
indicates that:  
 
“...if ye will not yet for all this hearken unto me, then I will punish you seven times 
more for your sins.” –(Leviticus 26:18) (In fact, this commitment is reiterated four 
times in that chapter for emphasis.3 ) 
 
It has been suggested that multiplying the "problem" 360 years by seven yields 2,520 
years, which is "approximately" the duration of time from the exile through the Diaspora. 
This seemed rather contrived. Furthermore, it had bothered me since I never like to use 
the term "approximately" and "God" in the same sentence! I felt that if it was meant to fit, 
it would fit precisely. 
 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
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Calendar Reconciliation 
In Dr. Chuck Missler’s article, he included the information in the form of the chart that 
follows below.  Let me warn you before hand that Dr. Chuck Missler will plant something 
for the reader’s own reflection and study.  By ordering the content into a graphical or 
illustration form, he often unveils insights and deeper hints provoking things to study.  I 
like to refer to them as topics for “deep diving” into the text.  Obviously, these are not for 
the beginner and in many ways are rarely or for that matter never dealt with in seminary.  
This is why I said that Dr. Chuck had a gift to push your learning curve.     
 

 
Sir Robert Anderson, in his classic work The Coming Prince, 4 noted that the Bible uses 
360-day years in both Genesis and Revelation.5 However, I noticed that no one seemed 
to try to apply this insight to the 2,520 years potentially suggested in Ezekiel Chapter 4. 
 
In attempting to reconcile the 2,520 360-day years to our Roman calendar, one is faced 
with the discrepancies between the sidereal year and the solar year. (The Julian year is 
11 minutes and 10.46 seconds longer than the mean solar year.)  
 
In 1572, it was recognized that errors had accumulated to 11 days too many, and 
adjustments were required. In the Gregorian Reform, September 4th was declared 
September 14th, and the formula for leap years was changed to exclude centuries 

javascript:void(window.open('/images/artpics/ezek2520.jpg','_pic0','toolbar=no,location=no,status=no,directories=no,menubar=no,scrolling=auto,scrollbars=auto,width=488,height=359,resize=no'))
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unless divisible by four (and millennia by 400). Thus, 2,520 360-day years contain 
907,200 days, which are accounted for on our current calendar as 2,483 years, 9 
months and 21 days: 
 
2,483 x 365 = 906,295 days 
9 months x 30 = 270 
21 days   21 
Leap Years - 2483/4 = 621 
    -18 6 
    +11 7 
    614 
2,520 x 360 = 907,200 days 
 
Great. But what do we do with this?  Where do we begin to apply it? 
 
Terminus Ad Quem  
 
Another problem occurs when we examine more closely the "Babylonian Captivity." 
There are two different periods that are candidates: "the Servitude of the Nation," and 
the "Desolations of Jerusalem." Each of these was prophesied to be seventy years in 
duration and many assume they are synonymous of each other; however, they are not. 
 
There were actually three sieges of Nebuchadnezzar upon Jerusalem. The first siege 
began the "Servitude of the Nation" and was prophesied to last 70 years. (And it did, to 
the very day.8 When Cyrus conquered Babylon he encountered the amazing letter 
written to him by Isaiah a century and a half earlier, which addressed him by name, 
highlighted his meteoric career, and predicted that he would free the captives. His 
astonishment resulted in his releasing the Hebrew captives to return to Judea to rebuild 
their temple.) 
 
The vassal king that Nebuchadnezzar left later rebelled; a second siege resulted in his 
uncle, Zedekiah, being appointed to the throne. The prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
both went on to warn that if they persisted in rebelling against Nebuchadnezzar the city 
of Jerusalem would be destroyed. Yet Zedekiah ultimately yielded to the false prophets 
and rebelled.  
 
A third siege resulted in the destruction and desolation of the city of Jerusalem. The 
"Desolations of Jerusalem" also lasted 70 years, until Nehemiah ultimately succeeded 
in getting the authority to rebuild the city of Jerusalem. This, too, was precisely 70 
years. To which of these two periods should we apply the 2,520 years? 
 
The "Servitude of the Nation"?  
 
The 70 years of servitude, to be consistent, should be reckoned as 25,200 days, or two 
days short of 69 years on our Roman calendar. The first siege of Nebuchadnezzar, in 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
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606 B.C., began the "Servitude of the Nation," which lasted until the summer of 537 
B.C. If July 23, 537 B.C. was the time of their release: 
 
-537y 7m 23d 
+1 (no year "0") 
2483y 9m 21d 
1948 5 14 
 
On May 14, 1948, the nation Israel was reestablished on the world scene. A remarkable 
coincidence.  Isaiah appears to have highlighted this very restoration: 
 
And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall set his hand again the second 
time to recover the remnant of his people, which shall be left, from Assyria, and from 
Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam, and from Shinar, and from 
Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. “And he shall set up an ensign for the 
nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the 
dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth.” –(Isaiah 11:11, 12) 
 
Yet, there is another alternative application of the 2,520 years: 
 
The "Desolations of Jerusalem"?  
 
The third siege of Nebuchadnezzar, in 587 B.C., began the "Desolations of Jerusalem," 
which lasted until 518 B.C. If August 16, 518 B.C. was the completion of the walls of 
Jerusalem, then: 
 
-518y 8m 16d 
+1 (no year "0") 
2483y 9m 21d 
1967 6 7 
 
On June 7, 1967, as a result of the Six Day War, the Biblical city of Old Jerusalem was 
restored to the nation. Another remarkable coincidence! 
 
It should be borne in mind that the "starting" dates are not known precisely to the day. 
More research needs to be done. But this certainly seems provocative enough to 
ponder. 
 
Whence Jerusalem?  
Zechariah predicted that the day would come when the entire world would be against 
Jerusalem, and that it would prove intractable to resolution.9  Even as this goes to 
press, a climax is in the making.  
 
Yassir Arafat has announced that Jerusalem will be the declared capital of a Palestinian 
State on September 13th of this year. Ehud Barak has indicated that he would annex 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
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the "West Bank." President Clinton has called for a meeting at Camp David in the hopes 
of bringing this to a "permanent resolution." 
 
Many are optimistic that some kind of permanent peace can be arranged. Most of us 
know, from a Biblical perspective, that no real peace will occur until the Prince of Peace 
intervenes. In fact, the enforcement of a seven-year covenant, by a coming world 
leader, is the very definition of the "Seventieth Week" of Daniel.10  
 
The current "piece (sic) process" is virtually a guarantee of war because it is built on a 
false premise: it's based on the assumption that the Muslim interests can be appeased 
by reducing the borders of Israel. 
  
The Muslims, however, have made it very clear - before, during, and subsequent to the 
Oslo Accords - that they will be satisfied with nothing less than the extermination of 
Israel. They are insisting on what Israel cannot give. All we can do is watching the 
unfolding drama.  
 
Let us remember that: 
 
“Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep.” –(Psalm 121:4) 
Perhaps an ostensible peace treaty will emerge on the international scene; we'll be 
watching with intense interest. It certainly does seem that we are moving along the 
classic Biblical scenario. What a critical time to prioritize your Bible study time and do 
your homework!  
* * * 

1. Ezekiel 4:1-8.  
2. Failure to keep the Sabbath of the land was the basis for the 70 year's captivity: 2 

Chronicles 36:19-21.  
3. Leviticus 26:18, 21, 24, 28.  
4. Sir Robert Anderson, The Coming Prince, originally published by Hodder & 

Stoughton, London, in 1894.  
5. The "70th Week" of Daniel is the most precisely authenticated period of time in 

the Bible: 3 years (Daniel 12:7); 42 months (Revelation 11:2; 13:5); 1260 days 
(Revelation 11:3; Daniel 12:6); "week" (Daniel 9:27); "Time, times, and the 
dividing of time" (Daniel 7:25; 4:16, 23, 25); ["times" = a dual, later lost in 
Aramaic].  

6. Subtract from the total leap year days three excess days every four centuries.  
7. Eleven leap year days were accounted for in the Gregorian Reform.  
8. Jeremiah 25:11, 12; 29:10.  
9. Zechariah 12:2, 3.  
10. Daniel 9:27.  

This article was originally published in the August 2000 Personal Update News Journal. 
 

The Precision of Prophecy 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2000/276#notes
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Dr. Chuck Missler shared a second piece in November, 2004, which relates to my point 
about road signs or markers that raise our level of interest such to engage our minds in 
pondering what God was telling us, even telling us now.   
 
As we reflect on the outcome of this year’s election, let us all remember that, 
fundamentally, we are neither Republicans nor Democrats: we are Monarchists and we 
look forward to our Coming King… Question: when did Jesus ever present Himself as a 
King? 
 
Irrefutably Documented 
To fully appreciate the remarkable significance of the following article, it is essential to 
realize that the Book of Daniel, as part of the Old Testament, was translated into Greek 
prior to 270 B.C., almost three centuries before Christ was born. This is a well-
established fact of secular history.[1] 
 
The Septuagint 
After his conquest of the Babylonian Empire, Alexander the Great promoted the Greek 
language throughout the known world, and thus almost everyone — including the Jews 
— spoke Greek. Hebrew fell into disuse, being reserved primarily for ceremonial 
purposes (somewhat analogous to the use of Latin among Roman Catholics). 
 
In order to make the Jewish Scriptures (what we call the Old Testament) available to the 
average Jewish reader, a project was undertaken under the sponsorship of Ptolemy II 
Philadelphus (285–246 B.C.) to translate the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek. Seventy 
scholars were commissioned to complete this work and their result is known as the 
“Septuagint” (“70”) translation. (This is often abbreviated “LXX”.) 
 
The Book of Daniel is actually one of the most authenticated books of the Old 
Testament, historically and archaeologically, but this is a convenient shortcut for our 
purposes here. It is critical to realize that the Book of Daniel existed in documented form 
almost three centuries before Christ was born. 
 
Gabriel’s Zinger 
Daniel, originally deported as a teenager (now near the end of the Babylonian captivity), 
was reading in the Book of Jeremiah. He understood that the seventy years of servitude 
were almost over and he began to pray for his people. 
 
The Angel Gabriel interrupted Daniel’s prayer and gave him a four-verse prophecy that 
is unquestionably the most remarkable passage in the entire Bible: Daniel 9:24–27. 
 
These four verses include the following segments: 

 9:24 – The Scope of the Entire Prophecy; 
 9:25 – The 69 Weeks; 
 9:26 – An Interval between the 69th and 70th Week; 
 9:27 – The 70th Week. 

 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:1
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The Scope (Dan 9:24) 
“Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish 
the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for 
iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and 
prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy Place .” 
—(Daniel 9:24) 
 
The idiom of a “week” of years was common in Israel as a “Sabbath for the land,” in 
which the land was to lie fallow every seventh year.[2] It was their failure to obey these 
laws that led to God sending them into captivity under the Babylonians.[3] 
 
Note that the focus of this passage is upon “thy people and upon thy holy city,” that 
is, upon Israel and Jerusalem. (It is not directed to the Church.) 
 
The scope of this prophecy includes a broad list of things which clearly have yet to be 
completed. 
 
The First 69 Weeks (Dan 9:25) 
A very specific prediction occurs in verse 25: 
“Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment 
to restore and to build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven 
weeks, and threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the 
wall, even in troublous times.” 
—(Daniel 9:25) 
 
This includes a mathematical prophecy. As we have noted in previous articles, the 
Jewish (and Babylonian) calendars used a 360-day year;[4] 69 weeks of 360-day years 
totals 173,880 days. In effect, Gabriel told Daniel that the interval between the 
commandment to rebuild Jerusalem until the presentation of the Messiah as King would 
be 173,880 days. 
 
The “Messiah the Prince” in the King James translation is actually the Meshiach 
Nagid, “The Messiah the King.” (Nagid is first used of King Saul.) 
 
Bull’s-Eye! 
The commandment to restore and build Jerusalem was given by Artaxerxes 
Longimanus on March 14, 445 B.C.[5] (The emphasis in the verse on “the street” and 
“the wall” was to avoid confusion with other earlier mandates confined to rebuilding the 
Temple.) 
 
During the ministry of Jesus Christ there were several occasions in which the people 
attempted to promote Him as king, but He carefully avoided it: “Mine hour is not yet 
come”.[6] 
 
The Triumphal Entry 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:2
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:3
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:4
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:5
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:6
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Then, one day, He meticulously arranges it.[7] On this particular day he rode into the 
city of Jerusalem riding on a donkey, deliberately fulfilling a prophecy by Zechariah that 
the Messiah would present Himself as king in just that way: 
 
“Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy 
King cometh unto thee: he is just, and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon an 
ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass.” 
—(Zechariah 9:9) 
 
Whenever we might easily miss the significance of what was going on, the Pharisees 
come to our rescue. They felt that the overzealous crowd was blaspheming, proclaiming 
Jesus as the Messiah the King.[8] However, Jesus endorsed it! 
 
I tell you that, if these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry 
out. 
—(Luke 19:40) 
 
This is the only occasion that Jesus presented Himself as King. It occurred on April 6, 
32 A.D.[9]  We know this day as Palm Sunday. 
 
The Precision of Prophecy 
When we examine the period between March 14, 445 B.C. and April 6, 32 A.D., and 
correct for leap years, we discover that it is 173,880 days exactly, to the very day! 
 
How could Daniel have known this in advance? How could anyone have contrived to 
have this detailed prediction documented over three centuries in advance? But there’s 
more. 
 
The Interval (Daniel 9:26) 
There appears to be a gap between the 69th week (verse 25) and the 70th week (verse 
27): 
“And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: 
and the people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the 
sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the war 
desolations are determined.” 
—(Daniel 9:26) 
 
The sixty-two “weeks” follow the initial seven, so verse 26 deals with events after 69th 
week, but before the 70th. These events include the Messiah being killed and the city 
and sanctuary being destroyed. 
 
As Jesus approached the city on the donkey, He also predicted the destruction of 
Jerusalem: 
 
“For the days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast a trench about 
thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee in on every side, And shall lay thee 

https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:7
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:8
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fn:9
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even with the ground, and thy children within thee; and they shall not leave in 
thee one stone upon another; because thou knewest not the time of thy 
visitation.” 
—(Luke 19:43–44) 
 
The Messiah was, of course, executed at the Crucifixion…”but not for Himself.” 
The city and the sanctuary were destroyed 38 years later when the Roman legions 
under Titus Vespasian leveled the city of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, precisely as Daniel and 
Jesus had predicted. In fact, as one carefully examines Jesus’ specific words, it appears 
that He held them accountable to know this astonishing prophecy in Daniel 9! 
“Because thou knewest not the time of thy visitation.” 
 
The 70th Week 
There is a remaining seven-year period to be fulfilled. This period is the most 
documented period in the entire Bible. The Book of Revelation, Chapters 6 through 19, 
is essentially a detailing of that climactic period. 
 
The interval between the 69th and 70th week continues, but it is increasingly apparent 
that it may soon be over. 
 
The more one is familiar with the numerous climactic themes of “end-time” prophecy, 
the more it seems that Daniel’s 70th Week is on our horizon. 
 
Have you done your homework? Are you and your family prepared? 
 
As the Resurrection season approaches, share with your family and friends this 
incredible demonstration of just who Jesus really is, and what the significance of all this 
is to every one of us! 
 
Amazing grace, indeed! 

 
For a more complete exposition of this amazing passage, see our briefing pack, 
Daniel’s 70 Weeks. 

 
1. Encyclopedia Britannica , Volume 10, p. 642.  ↩ 
2. Leviticus 25:1–22; 26:3–35; Deuteronomy 15.  ↩ 
3. 2 Chronicles 36:20–21.  ↩ 
4. Genesis 7:24; 8:3,4; Revelation 11:2; 12:6; 13:3,4; etc.  ↩ 
5. First identified in Sir Robert Anderson’s classic work, The Coming Prince, 

published originally in 1894. Now available in any Christian bookstore.  ↩ 
6. John 6:15. Always in control: John 7:30, 44; 8:59; 10:39.  ↩ 
7. Luke 19:28–40.  ↩ 
8. Luke 19:39.  ↩ 
9. Luke 3:1: Tiberias appointed in A.D. 14; 15th year, A.D. 29; the 4th Passover 

occurred in A.D. 32.  ↩ 
Sources 

https://resources.khouse.org/end_times/dvd19/
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:1
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:2
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:3
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:4
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:5
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:6
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:7
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:8
https://www.khouse.org/articles/2004/552/#fnref:9
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 Anderson, Robert, The Coming Prince, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1894. The 
classic work on the Seventy Weeks of Daniel. 

 Missler, Chuck, Daniel’s 70 Weeks, Koinonia House, 2004. (Also, the newly 
recorded Expositional Commentary on Daniel, 16-session study with notes.) 

This article was originally published in the November 2004 Personal Update News 
Journal. 
 
I wrote an article back in late 2014 entitled “God Is The Master Mathematician: 
Riddle of the 2520 Revealed”.  I recall stating that 2,520 is the Literal “Fingerprint” or 
“Signature of God”.  I need to go back and refresh my own memory to some of the 
many individual points mentioned.  E.W. Bullinger, 19th century Bible scholar and author 
saw 2,520 as “Chronological Perfection.”  Few people appreciate E.W. Bullinger’s work 
without the use of a computer, and still be as accurate as a computer. 
 
It was September 23, 2017 that fit a 2,520 day cycle along with the Revelation 12 sign 
for which most of us thought the Rapture was likely to take place!   However, if you 
recall in the video recommended in Blessed Hope #51, the date for the Rapture was 
given as March 6th, 2021.  That was a week ago.  But the last of the three videos dealt 
with the Great American Eclipse, again an important sign dealing with America’s 
judgment and a 2,520 day cycle, which ends on August 17, 2024.  I will not go into the 
implications of this date but it suggests the U.S. is judged and ceases to exist as a 
nation at this specific time. 
  
March 6th would only be 1,260 days from September 23, 2017.  What that meant was 
March 6th, 2021 was the halfway point of another 2,520 day cycle.  If extended out 
another 1,260 days for a full 2,520 days, it would bring us to August 17, 2024.   I am not 
saying that we will have to wait another 3.5 years for the Rapture to occur.  On the 
contrary, the message of Daniel 9:27 implies a 7-Year Tribulation or Daniel’s 70th week 
is still ahead. 
 
There are two passages of Scripture that are clues offering us an insight of why we are 
unlikely to be here much longer and certainly not after August 17, 2024.   
 
“And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but 
for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened.”  –(Matthew 24:22) 
 
“And except that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should be saved: 
but for the elect's sake, Whom He hath chosen, He hath shortened the days.”  –
(Mark 13:20) 
 
κολοβόω koloboō  is a verb, and it means:  To cut short, to cut off. 
 
In the New Testament it is used in an element of time sense, koloboō and appears in 
the New Testament in just one statement Jesus made during His Olivet discourse. 
Speaking of the extreme suffering that would accompany the future destruction of 
Jerusalem, He said, “Except those days should be shortened, there should no 

https://www.khouse.org/articles_cat/2004/
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flesh be saved: but for the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened” -(Matthew 
24:22; cf. Mark 13:20). 
 
In Mark 13:20, κολοβόω koloboō is a verb, and it means:  To cut short, to cut off.  But 
to be more precise it is used in the aorist form or a future action.  It is conjugated as a 
verb in the 3rd person indicative aorist and active.  It translates in English as “He has 
shortened” or “He will shorten” or “He chose to shorten”.   In Greek Mark 13:20 the word 
is ekolobosen  (had shortened not, or he has shortened) exelexato (he chose).   
 
An important point to note, Jesus is talking about His people in Jerusalem.  He is not 
referring to the Church, but the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  Also, not 
all Jews are Jews. How so?  Revelation 2:9 and 3:9 tell you that there are those who 
call themselves Jews but they are of the Synagogue of Satan.   
 
From what I have stated on this page, we know God will intervene.  All will be impacted 
by what is occurring.  His intervention will be over the true Jews of Israel, but believers 
are the simultaneous beneficiary of Jesus Christ’s action, they will be removed along 
with any Jewish believers, or those we known or refer to as Messianic Jews.   
 
Gentile Christians largely miss the importance of the delineation or distinction in the 
Bible relative to the identity issue.  Dispensationalism is the only systematic theology 
that makes this point; a theology gives emphasis to this point specifically so that we do 
not blend Jews and Israel along with Christians and the Church.  The book of Acts and 
the Apostle Paul becomes our important benchmark in the larger picture before us.  
Perhaps that is why Psalms 122:6 says, “Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall 
prosper that love thee.”   
 
Psalm 122 appears in Christian liturgy as the psalm reading for the first Sunday of 
Advent. The first reading for that Sunday is Isaiah 2:1-5, a text that pictures a glorious 
time when all peoples will “go up” (ālâ) to Jerusalem and the Lord will “judge” (šāpaṭ). 
The second and third readings, Romans 13:11-14 and Matthew 24:36-44, remind the 
faithful that we do not know when God will decide to act and that we must always live in 
anticipation and preparedness for the presence of God in space and time. 
 
In my series “The Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue of Satan” I have been 
showing how Satan has been fronting [hiding behind] the Biblical descendants of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as a way to discredit the promises of God, by Satan’s attack 
on the Jewish people.  Satan wants the true Jews dead more than he wants you and I 
dead!  They are his first priority.  He has managed to take control of the Jesuit-Vatican 
& House of Rothschild to bring to closure his plan to destroy the descendant of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 
 
If you are watching how the Covid-19 scam has been dealt with in Israel today, you can 
see how Satan’s servants are slowly closing the noose around a specific segment of 
Israel’s population.  Israel’s so-called Green Vaccine Passport will be a requirement put 
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on God’s people in Israel to live and exist in Israel.  Without a vaccine passport, they will 
be prisoners in their apartments. 
  
Speaking with Israeli TV, Albert Bourla says kids under 16 likely to soon get okay for 
vaccines, younger children to be vaccinated by year’s end. 
 
Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla on Thursday praised Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s 
“obsessive” efforts to secure a coronavirus vaccine deal for Israel and predicted that 
children younger than 16 will soon begin receiving his company’s vaccine. “He called 
me 30 times,” Bouria said of Netanyahu.  
 
Speaking with Israel’s Channel 12 news, Bourla said he believed it was “a question of 
weeks” until kids aged 12-16 could start receiving the vaccine, but stressed that it 
depended on FDA approval. He also said he believes elementary school students will 
be eligible for the Pfizer-BioNtech vaccine by year’s end.  
 
Pfizer recently enrolled over 2,000 children between the ages of 12 and 15 for clinical 
trials and hopes to have results within a few months. The vaccine currently has 
emergency approval for use in people 16 and older.  
 
Bourla’s comments came after the director-general of the Health Ministry estimated 
Israel will begin vaccinating children 12 and up against the coronavirus “around May-
June.” Chezy Ley said the decision will depend on clinical trials being conducted by 
vaccine-makers, which he hopes “will be over around the end of spring, or beginning of 
summer.”  
 
This past Wednesday, a top Israeli health official said Israel has given some 600 
children between the ages of 12 and 16 in at-risk groups the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine 
and has seen no significant side effects from the shot.   Remember, this alleged virus 
has virtually zero effect on the younger population of any country.  Benjamin Netanyahu 
acts as if the lives of the younger population are in grave danger.  I would submit the 
exact opposite to be the case before receiving any gene therapy under the label of a 
vaccine. 
 
The Israeli children who have been approved by medical authorities for vaccination had 
known risk factors including obesity, diabetes, severe lung and heart disease, 
immunosuppression disorders and cancer, according to a report last month.  
 
The Health Ministry has recommended vaccinating some teenagers age 12-15 against 
COVID-19 if they suffer from specific underlying conditions. The report did not say 
whether all of the children vaccinated in Israel were over the age of 12.  
 
Infection among children and school reopening was a central concern during Israel’s 
third-wave virus outbreak. Children represent a larger proportion of infections than 
earlier in the pandemic, possibly due to new virus variants and the fact that a significant 
percentage of adults have been vaccinated.  
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Moderna has also started trials for children 12 and up, but says it is unlikely to have 
data on younger children until 2022.  
 
The University of Oxford has announced a trial to test its AstraZeneca-produced 
COVID-19 vaccine on children as young as 6. 
 
According to Health Ministry data released Thursday, over 5 million Israelis have 
received the first vaccine dose, of which nearly 4 million have also received the second. 
Israel’s total population is around 9.3 million. Currently, several million Israelis are 
ineligible for the vaccine, most of them under the age of 16. 
 
Impressed with Netanyahu’s vaccine ‘obsession’ in the interview, Bourla said it was 
“very appropriate for humanity” that one country be chosen as a testing ground for the 
efficacy of Pfizer’s vaccine. 
 
“I was talking with several heads of state. I spoke with your prime minister, he 
convinced me that Israel is the place with the right conditions,” Bourla said. “I was 
impressed, frankly, with the obsession of your prime minister. He called me 30 times.” 
He also cited Israel’s “extraordinary healthcare system… very high degree of economic 
data” and experience in dealing with crises.  Bouria’s remarks may very well be 
prophetic in that God may well-know the heart and motive of Benjamin Netanyahu.  He 
is a 33rd degree Freemason and a secular Jew.  He announced in 2018 that he has in 
part some of Sephardic roots.  Until 2018, it was believed he was Ashkenazi from 
eastern Europe.  Bibi’s father was from Poland.  Bibi’s brother is a doctor and had Bibi 
provide a mouth swab for DNA analysis and the DNA shows some Sephardic roots in 
his DNA.      
 
Asked about Netanyahu’s frequent claim ahead of the March 23rd elections that only he 
can bring vaccines to Israel, Bourla stressed his company signs supply contracts with 
states, not individual leaders. 
 
“We are not contracting with individual companies or organizations… The vaccines will 
be sold to every country, irrespective of who is the leader,” he said. 
 
Bourla, the Greek-born son of Holocaust survivors, was set to arrive in Israel on March 
8th, just 15 days before the March 23rd election, but last week delayed the trip. 
 
“It was quite complicated as a trip… in the middle of the pandemic the logistics weren’t 
always perfect, so we decided I’ll stay here,” he said in the interview. 
 
There had been earlier speculation that the trip had been postponed to avoid appearing 
to influence the national vote. Netanyahu has repeatedly touted his personal rapport 
with Bourla as a major reason Israel was able to secure large quantities of coronavirus 
vaccines so quickly. 
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Bourla confirmed receiving letters imploring him not to visit Israel ahead of the elections, 
as well as letters telling him to go through with the trip. 
 
“My job is not to do politics,” he said, adding he has “zero intention” of interfering in the 
elections. 
 
While they are not yet chopping people’s heads off for refusing the jab (see Revelation 
20:4), the Israel government has made it a requirement to get vaccinated in order to live 
a “new normal” life.  When you don’t take the vaccine, your life is basically over,” warns 
Ilana Rachel in a video about what is taking place in the Holy Land. 
 
“No entrance to shopping malls. No more theater visits. Children about 16 who did not 
take the injection are not allowed to take their exams. Protesting parties in the Knesset 
are brought to silence and threatened by the military.”   
 
“Many Americans are unaware of it but halfway around the world in Israel, refusing to 
get vaccinated for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) is now a death sentence.” 
 
“While they are not yet chopping people’s heads off for refusing the jab (see Revelation 
20:4), the Israel government has made it a requirement to get vaccinated in order to live 
a “new normal” life.” 
 
“When you don’t take the vaccine, your life is basically over,” warns Ilana Rachel in a 
video about what is taking place in the Holy Land.” 
 
“No entrance to shopping malls. No more theater visits. Children about 16 who did not 
take the injection are not allowed to take their exams. Protesting parties in the Knesset 
are brought to silence and threatened by the military.” 
 
Rachel goes on to explain that the government of Israel actually revoked the medical 
license of an opposing party leader for speaking in defiance of the vaccine mandate, 
calling it “medical apartheid.” 
 
“City council receives medical dossiers to check if you took the vaccine,” Rachel further 
says. “Israel became the hell on earth because of the Covid lie. The rest of the world will 
follow if we do nothing.” 
 
Getting vaccinated will decrease your resistance to and willpower against the final 
installments of the “Mark” of the Beast 
 
Rachel is part of a human rights movement that was expanded into its own political 
party due to the ongoing horrors surrounding the Wuhan flu and the Israeli 
government’s draconian response to it. 
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This political party is of course being censored by the powers that be, which include 
Donald Trump’s friend Benjamin Netanyahu, who implemented his own “Operation 
Warp Speed” of sorts to mass vaccinate the Israeli people as quickly as possible. 
 
Fortunately in the United States, at least for now, mandatory vaccination is not a thing – 
and hopefully it will stay that way.  After the Rapture all bets are off! 
 
Either the Israeli people let the medical deep state jab them and reprogram their DNA in 
order to buy, sell and eat, or they reject the shot and be ostracized, possibly starving to 
death as a result. 
 
Even if the jab itself is not the full “Mark” of the Beast as some claim, it does, in fact, 
rewrite a person’s genetic blueprints.  It is a transition phase that is designed to turn off 
the immune system in order to receive the final phase or the “Mark” of the Beast!  I am 
just finishing reading a book titled ‘CRISPR’ which is all about gene editing.  This so-
called vaccine is really gene therapy and it uses the mRNA to “modify” a person’s DNA. 
It does exactly what I have said it does in previous articles on the Covid-19 scam-demic, 
and exactly as Dr. Sherri Tenpenny states in a posting I put on my web page two days 
ago. 
 
This means that instead of being an “organic” human, a person vaccinated for the 
Wuhan flu becomes a GMO (genetically modified) person.  This is part of changing a 
human being into a cyborg or transhuman being. 
 
Moderna Admits: mRNA Jabs Are An ‘Operating System’ Designed To Program 
Humans. 
 
It is also possible that these Wuhan virus vaccines are reprogramming recipients in 
such a way that later on down the road they will no longer have the willpower or 
understanding to reject the full “Mark” of the Beast, making acceptance of it their 
inevitable fate. 
 
Much like how a building also needs a foundation, these injections are laying the 
groundwork for the ongoing construction of the “Mark” of the Beast inside people’s 
bodies, or temples, which are being defiled with an abomination that makes desolate. 
 
“This sounds like Holocaust 2.0,” wrote one commenter on YouTube.  
 
Why is this of any concern to us, or of what significance does it matter.  A great deal, if 
you understand the spiritual war between Lucifer and God.  I have previously identified 
the two dozen times in Scripture, in which God delivered a remnant from the jaws of 
defeat where Satan was engaged in annihilating the Jews and the bloodline of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  If you are a skeptic and doubt that, you need to read the 
Old Testament book of Job as a backdrop to why God chose the Jews.  The Jews are 
still under four curses: 
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The Four Curses are: 

 Curse of Disinheritance - Gospel of Luke 20:9-16 

 Curse of The Fig Tree - Gospel of Matthew 21:18-20 

 Curse of Desolation - Gospel of Luke 13:28-35 

 Curse of Deicide - Gospel of Matthew 27:17-25 
    
Christians are running out of time. The demonic takeover of our country and the world is 
almost complete.  Any explanation of this can be simply understood by what began in 
the U.S. Supreme Court going back to the 1960s and early 70s.  Church leaders and 
voices have been largely silent since the 1960s because of the Ecumenical Movement 
that came out of Vatican II.  This has not abrogated or discharged the four curses just 
noted nor the current state of the larger church in the world today.  The Dow Jones hit a 
record high today, Friday March 12th, 2021 on the NYSE, at 32,778.  This occurred on 
the day following the signing of the Biden $1.9-trillion dollar stimulus bill.  Hidden in the 
last few pages of the Democrats’ $1.9 trillion “COVID-19 relief” bill is a shocking 
provision earmarking at least $3.5 billion to a globalist foundation backed by multi-
billionaire Bill Gates.  If you thought I am wrong about the elite of the world wanting to 
get rid of us old folks, this should pour cold water on that kind of thinking.  
 
What you do not realize or recognize is that population aging around the world in the 
industrialized world has reached the point where economies are overloaded with social 
safety-net programs, which are underfunded.  Europe, the UK, Canada, and the U.S. 
are experiencing competition for national assets by huge numbers of elderly, putting 
their economies into financial default.  Public and private pension funds are unable to 
meet their near-future needs, and I wrote about these five years ago.  I did a 2-part 
article “Major Social Security Change Is Coming in 2022.”  You can find it on my 
archived page: http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22.  Also, I have been 
writing a series about the world’s problem with “Depopulation”, part 18 was posted a few 
days ago.  But Social Security is the Titanic and 2022 is the Iceberg!  I recall Dr. Mount 
saying that Social Security will be dissolved in September, 2022.  The Deagel Report 
shows a decline of the U.S. population by the year 2025 by approximately 220-million, 
and for more than a decade folks have wondered how that could occur.  Think ‘Silent 
Weapons For Quiet Wars’. 
 
This revelation lends credence to mounting criticism that the pork-filled package — 
which is supposed to help struggling Americans — is yet another colossal waste of 
taxpayer money. 
 
On Page 613 of the Democrats’ 628-page relief bill is a provision calling for the 
contribution of “not less than $3,500,000,000” to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria, which lists the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation as a “key 
partner.”  Let me remind you that it was the U.S. government who funded the “creation” 
of the HIV/AIDS through the CIA.  While it’s admirable to donate money to stamp out 
AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis around the world, it’s unclear why $3.5 billion of 
American taxpayer money has to be forked over now to this charity. 
 

http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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Keep in mind that the mass coronavirus shutdowns of the past year have decimated the 
U.S. economy and forced twenty-million Americans into unemployment.  What does 
fighting AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria around the world have to do with addressing the 
coronavirus outbreak in America?  It provides a cover-story to cull the old of the U.S. 
 
After the facts are all put together, we are seeing the forces of evil overwhelming the 
Christian world.  The people most vulnerable to vaccination side effects are the very 
ones being cajoled by family loved ones and hospital physicians to get their shots.  In a 
year it seems that little has been learned and that it is those over 70 who are the most 
likely to die from a bioweapon that will remove them from the Social Security roles.  This 
past year 2020 we have registered the first real decline in the adult life-span of America. 
 
Back to my closing thoughts on where we are on the timeline for the Rapture.   As of 
Friday, March 12th, 2020, there are 52 volcanos active around the world.  The year will 
be a record for earthquake activity simply on what has occurred so far this year.  All the 
signs are there, more than 25 social and economic indicators spiking the charts.  The 
evidence speaks volumes.  
 
March 6th, 2020 was a mid-point in the 2,520 day cycle, this weekend, on Sunday 
begins the Hebrew month of Nisan, and Nisan 1 is always a high watch date.  Between 
now and Easter (March 27-April 4), is another high watch date.  When my children were 
born, I was anticipating a quick trip to the hospital.  My daughter arrived so fast, I pulled 
into the E.R. driveway, my wife was rushed up to the delivery room, and I drove my car 
to the parking lot across the street.  And by the time to park my car and I got upstairs to 
the maternity area, a nurse met me in the hallway to tell me my daughter had arrived 
and was well and my wife was well.  My first child took his good old time before arriving.  
We had been visiting a fellow pastor and her water broke during church.  The doctors 
induced delivery 30 hours later. 
 
Such an analogy suggests, we should not be watching and waiting much longer indeed! 
I am inclined to think our Departure is slightly overdue.  Since the first of the year, I have 
been telling folks not to worry about filing their April 15th tax return.   
 
In other areas the geo-political pot in the Middle-East is boiling and the pressure has not 
let up since the Iranian government declared as a government body, Israel is to be 
wiped off the map.  That was on January 2nd, 2021.  When your adversary makes those 
kinds of “official” declarations, you cannot simply brush them off and go about life as 
everything is normal.  Russia hit an oil compound in northern Syria close to the Turkish 
border, in which they wiped out nearly 200 oil tankers being used to store stolen oil by 
the Turks and the U.S.   We are not long for this world as the puzzle pieces fall into 
place!  It was reported today that Israel had hit a dozen Iranian ships carrying oil to 
Syria.  This is like poking the Russian bear in the nose. 
 
As Dr. Chuck Missler’s two segments has revealed, 2,520 becomes a “signature” 
validating design pattern throughout the Bible, and that Daniel 9:24-27 amplifies such 
precision as clearly from outside time and space as we know it.  The precision in 
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prophecy becomes a powerful reason to be trusting and expectant of our soon 
departure. In more than five decades of studies, research, and analysis, it seems to me 
we are in a similar situation where an appropriate analogy is what an expectant father 
might be once he knows his wife is “over-due” to deliver birth to their baby!  Likewise, 
we have shown in this “Diamond & Nugget” God’s Precision in Prophecy is so incredible 
to strengthen our faith and comforting for our hope.  Should God “shorten” the days to 
save His people in Israel from this heinous mass murdering of children and the young, 
my thoughts suggest we are closer to going home by mere weeks!   
 
Blessings, be watching and stay alert! 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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